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Bill Pfanner - Fwd: Re: FAA Comments on Eastshore Energy Center 

From: Eric Knight 

To : Bill Pfanner 

Date: 10/16/2007 12:10 PM 

Subject: Fwd: Re: FAA Comments on Eastshore Energy Center 

CC: Caryn Holmes 

Attachments: Caryn Holmes 

DOCKET 

OCT 1 7 2007 

>>> cDavid.ButterfieldBfaa.gov> 10/10/2007 10:42 AM >>> 

Eric, 

I had a discussion with FAA headquarters on the October 4th regarding the TFR NOTAM for power plants 
and airport traffic patterns. It was reconfirmed that it is FAA policy that the TFR NOTAM does not apply to 
aircraft landing and departing from an airport. This applies to existing and proposed power plants. The intent is 
to prevent pilots from loitering over power plants. Aircraft in a traffic pattern are not considered to be loitering, 
no matter how many touch and goes they may make. 

If you use the TFR in the CEC's position regarding the EEC proposal, the FAA will not be able to support 
the argument if challenged by the proponent. We removed our original concern over the TFR NOTAM in our 
September 18th letter to the CEC regarding the RCEC proposal, and we made no reference to it in the San 
Francisco ADO'S letter of October 9th to the CEC regarding the EEC proposal. 

David Butterfield 
Flight Standards 
AWOIAWP-230.9 
31 0.725.7230 
310.725.6857 FAX 

"Eric Knight" <EknighQenergy.state.m.us> T O  
David ButterReldlAWPlFAA@FAA 

cc "Bill Pfannef <Bpfanner@energy.state.ca.uv. "Shaelyn Strattan' 
<Mstratta@energy.state.ca.uu, 'Paul Richins" 

<Prichins@energy.state.cs.us> 

Subject FAA Comments on Eastshore Energy Center 

David, 

Thank you for your return call last week that you will be coordinating with George Aiken 
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in a response t o  our request (see below) fo r  comments on the proposed Eastshore 
Energy Center. We look forward t o  the FAA's comment on this project. I n  your review, 
we request that the FAA consider the cumulative effect of not just having one power 
plant (Russell City Energy Center) but two power plants within the airspace of the 
Hayward airport. Also, we request that you coordinate your review with U.S. Department 
of Homeland Security. We spoke with a Homeland Security representative who 
suggested the opposite of what was stated in the FAA's 9/25/07 letter regarding the 
RCEC project, that "The Western-Pacific Flight Standards Division has subsequently 
obtained further guidance from FAA headquarters that this NOTAM [national security 
flight restriction over/in the proximity of critical infrastructure] does not apply to  
aircraft departing from or arriving t o  an airport." I n  addition, an FAA official told us 
that he couldn't advise us on what "avoid flying in the proximity of" means since the 
NOTAM/TFR was issued by FAA at the request o f  Homeland Security. We're curious if 
i t 's  only existinq critical infrastructure near airports that the NOTAM/TFR doesn't 
apply t o  (i.e., they're "grandfathered in") and if Homeland Security was consulted 
they'd respond that locating a new power plant or other critical infrastructure near an 
airport would be inadvisable and would in effect undermine the intent of the 
NOTAM/TFR. I f  it would apply, an indication on the extent o f  the area t o  be avoided in 
this case would be helpful. This is a question on the mind of the Alameda County Airport 
Land Use Commission, who are concerned about the utility of the Hayward airport 
airspace. The ALUC will be making their (advisory) decision on the EEC project a t  their 
meeting on October 17,2007. 

Thank you, 

Eric Knight, Supervisor 
Community Resources Unit 
California Energy Commission 
(916) 653-1850 

bear Mr. Aiken, 

California Energy Commission (CEC) staff sent a request t o  the FAA on August 23,2007 
(see attached letter t o  Mr. Joseph Rodriguez and Mr. Andy Richards, Airports Division) 
for comments on the proposed Eastshore Energy Center (EEC) in the City of Hayward. 
I f  approved by the CEC, this power plant would be located approximately one mile south 
of  the Hayward Executive Airport runway areas and within the Airport Influence Area 
fo r  the Hayward airport. The EEC should be considered from a cumulative standpoint in 
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